Introduction
The main result of this paper is that for any group G and any G-graded ring R, there exists a ring S (without identity if G is infinite) such that the categories of graded R-modules and unital S-modules are isomorphic.
We relate S to recent work of Menini and Nastasescu [9] by showing that a nondegeneracy condition of [9] on the graded ring R holds if and only if S is finitely generated as a bimodule over itself. Also S is a finitely generated S-S bimodule if and only if the category of graded Rmodules is equivalent to the category of fSf-modules where f is an idempotent in S.
Finally we apply the category isomorphism of graded R-modules and unital Smodules to the graded Jacobson radical of R, improving a characterization of Bergman.
When G is finite, our ring S reduces to the smash product R # k[G]* used in [5] .
When G is infinite, however, the results of Menini and Nastasescu, and a counterexample of Bergman [4] show that neither the ring R # k[G]' nor the ring R # G of [I I], being rings with identity, will yield the same results.
Preliminaries
Throughout G will denote a group with identity e. A ring R is called G-graded 
The ring R # G*
We begin by defining a generalization of the smash product associated to a Ggraded ring R for a finite group G. It is easy to check that this definition yields an associative ring. If G is finite, then C,, o pg is an identity element in R # G* and R # G* is an R-algebra. Also, for finite G, R # G* is the same as the smash product R # k[G] * of [5] and the ring R # G of [l 
We show that R # G* is a ring with local units in the sense of [l] We now show that the categories of unital left R # G*-modules and graded left R-modules are isomorphic.
Let R # G*-Mod denote the category of unital left R # G *-modules and R # G *-module homomorphisms.
As in [lo], let R-gr denote the category of G-graded left R-modules with morphisms the R-module homomorphisms that preserve grading, i.e. the R-module homomorphisms @ such that 
= (rssh 'Ph )n = (bg)@Ph )b9
this action gives N" an R # G*-module structure. Also, since for n EN, n = cf= i ns,, we have n = (xi= 1 p& E (R # G*)N so that N" is a unital R # G*-module. Suppose 0 is a morphism in R-gr with @ mapping N to Q. Then 9" maps N" to Q" and V((rp,)n) = @O-n,) = @(n,) = r($(n))g = (rRs)(V(n)).
Therefore @" is a morphism in R # G*-Mod.
We have now proved most of the following theorem: Note that the requirement that the category of R # G*-modules consist of unital modules is necessary. For suppose H is any subgroup of G. Then the inclusion R # H* c R # G * induces an R # H*-module structure on any unital R # G *-module M. This R # H*-module structure need not be unital however; we know that a G-graded R-module need not have an induced H-graded module structure for every subgroup H of G.
In their recent paper [9] , Menini and Nastasescu define a G-graded ring R to be left affine if there is a category equivalence between R-gr and A-mod, the category of modules for some ring A with identity. They then prove that R is left affine if and only if various equivalent conditions hold, in particular a nondegeneracy condition on R which we list as (i) in the following proposition.
This nondegeneracy condition can be interpreted in terms of R # G*; we obtain the following: Proposition 2.1. For G a group and R a G-graded ring, the following conditions are equivalent :
(
i) There exists a finite subset F of G such that for all g E G,
ii) R # G* is finitely generated as a bimodule over itself. (iii) There exists an idempotent w in R # G* such that R # G*-Mod is equivalent to w(R # G*)w-mod, the category of modules over the ring with identity w(R # G*)w.

Proof. We show that (i) = (ii) * (iii) * (i).
(i) = (ii). Suppose (i) holds. We will show that R # G* is generated by the finite set {pf: f-l E F} as a bimodule over itself. By Theorem 2.6, R-gr is isomorphic to R # G*-Mod, and so, if (iii) holds, R-gr is equivalent to w(R # G*)w-mod. Therefore R is left affine in the sense of [9] , and (i) follows from [9, Theorem 2.21 . 0 If G is finite, then R-gr is isomorphic to R # G*-mod; here the set Fin (i) may be chosen to be G. If R is strongly G-graded, then R-gr is equivalent to R,-mod; here choose F= {e}. However R # G*-Mod need not always be equivalent to A-mod for A a ring with identity. For example, if R = k[t], the polynomial ring over a field k, graded by Z, then (i) cannot hold for any finite subset of Z [9, Remark 2.41.
An application to the graded Jacobson radical
Recall that for A any (graded) ring, a left A-module Mis called (graded) irreducible if AM=M and A4 has no (graded) A-submodules other than (0) and M. The graded Jacobson radical of R, denoted JG(R), is the two-sided graded ideal of R which can be defined in any of the following equivalent ways: (iii) The largest homogeneous ideal J of R such that Jn R, c J(R,) [4] .
It is easily verified that the group G acts as a group of ring automorphisms on R # G* on the left by g(rph) = rphg-I and on the right by (rRh)g = r&a. Note that in either case, if G is finite so that R is a subring of R # G*, then R = (R # G*)'.
Otherwise (R # G*)'= (0).
We can now prove the analogue of [5, Theorem 4.11.
Theorem 3.2. J(R # G *) = JG (R) # G *.
Proof. First, we show that J(R # G*) is included in JG(R) # G*. Suppose x = Cy= 1 ripg,E J(R # G*). Since J(R # G*) is a two-sided ideal, riRs,E J(R # G*) for i=l , . . . , n. Therefore it suffices to show that rpge J(R # G*) implies r is in JG(R). Note that since J(R # G*) is G-stable, rpg E J(R # G*) implies rph E J(R # G*) for all h in G. To show that r is in JG(R), we show that r annihilates all graded irreducible left R-modules.
Let N be a graded irreducible left R-module. Then N" is a unital left R # G*-module and is irreducible by Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. Therefore for any n=n"~N" and for all gEG, (rp,)n"=O=m,.
Therefore r annihilates N and r is in JG(R). Conversely, let x= C:= 1 rjpg, be an element of JG(R) # G*; since JG(R) is Ggraded, we may assume that each ri is homogeneous.
Let M be an irreducible (and therefore unital) left R # G*-module.
Then M' is a graded irreducible left R-module and is thus annihilated by each ri. Thus, for each i, 15 isn, r&$, = 0 = ripg, At, and x annihilates M. 0 Note that Theorem 3.2 does not hold if we adjoin an identity element to R # G* to obtain the ring R # G of [ll] . For then, using Quinn's notation, suppose
J(I? # G) = (JG(R))-# G, a quasi-regular
ideal of R" # G. Now we may argue as in [6] . Clearly JG(R) L R fl J(l? # G) so that if x E JG(R), 1 +x is invertible in E # G. 
